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The features and uses of different optical signal processor architectures

for diverse spread

spectrum applications are reviewed and several new optical system architectures and applications are
described.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Spread spectrum (SS) systems are of ma 4 ar concern 'n diverse applications fl-]. All SS systemps
use a transmission bandwidth W that is larger than the bandwidth W, of the information being trans-mitted. This technique results in larger output SNR values, allows the system to tolerate lower SNR
input data, allows operation with negative transmitted SNR, enables more accurate ranging in radar
systems, affords better interference rejection, etc.
In Sect. 2, we will briefly review thtse various SS applications and the different spectrum coding schemes used. Any system in which W > W i can
be classified as a SS system and its processing gain
C(dB) = log (SNR u

-

log (SNRin)

(1)

can be approximated (in general) by
(2)

C = W/Wl.

From (2), we see that for increased procesging gain and system performance, a large transmission
9
This increased signal bandwidth results in
bandwidth W is desirable (typical values are 10 -10 Hz).
The
t1- use of long and often complex coded waveforms with large time bandwidth products (TEW).
transmission and generation of such signals to the necessary accuracy as well as their efficient online processing are issues of concern in any such system.
In this paper, we will concentrate on the
processing of such long TBW signals by adianced techniques, sprcifically optical signal processing
[5,6].
This appears to be an SS problem area of major concern and the one in which the parallel Prd
real-time features of optical signal prncessors will have ther major Impact.
Because of the large number of SS appl.izations and the large variety of optical signal processor
architectures, our analysis will consider six different SS optical signal processing systems (Sects.
3-8). In each case, the advantages and disadvantages of the specific system will be noted and the
specific SS system applications for which each appears to be mc t appropriate will be described.
2.

SPREAD SPECTRUM SYSTEMS

The various coding techniques used to spread the bandwidth Wi of the information into a larger
transmission bandwidth 14 are summarized ii Table 1.
TABLE I

SPKFAD SPRECTRUM CODING TECHNIQUES
C,

knW
Direct Scquence (DS)

2/tO

2/NtO

trequency Hopping (FH)
frequency Modulation (M)

1/t 0
2 bt 0

i/Nt
l/t 0
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N = TBW
N = TBW
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In DS coding, a carrier is amplitude modulated by a bipolar sequence of + l's and - l's.
e
code sequence used can be a pseudo-random codt,, Cold code, maximum length code, etc. In this scht m,
the code length is Nt 0 where N is the length of the code and to is the chip length of each bit of the
To transmit a "1" or "0" in such a coding scheme, the phase of the carrier in each chip of the
code.
code is usually varied by + r. In multi-user systems, codes with low cross-correlation properties
These DS coding schemes are the most used ones because of the ease of generation of the
are used.
signals. They appear to offer nearly optimum proiessing gain for both white noise and discrete
jammers (in frequency or time).

In FH coding, the transmitted signal consists of a time sequence of N different frequencies Int
each of chip duration to, and with a frequency step size Af between frequencies. We consider contiguous FH coding, where Af = 1/tO . This type of coding is best suited for rejectiun of discrete frequency jammers. Transmission of a "I" or "0" in such a system is possible by use of differen'. methods
such as complementary frequencies, etc. FH coding provides the optimum processing gain for discrete
jammers but not for white noise.
One of the most familiar and easily generated forms of SS coding is the use of a pulsed chirp or
linear frequency modulated (LFM) signal
(3)

a(t) - H(t/t 0 ) cos (W0 t + bt 2),

where to is the duration of the LFM, wo is its center frequency, 2bt 0 is its bandwidth and l/t0
usually corresponds to the information bandwidth. For data transmission, up chirps and down chirps
can be used to transmit "I" and "0" databits respectively. However, the major use of such codes
appears to be in radar since they are easily compressed and can he easily generated and analyzed.
They are also extensively used in hybrid radar coding schemes.
The final general type of SS coding is best classified as hybrid. It includes all combinatiors
of the above techniques, such as: F11 on a DS code, FH chirps with changing center frequency, etc.
In Table 1, we list the approximate W, W i and G values for each coding technique. As seen, the TBW
(or the number of independent signal samples) is the major parameter of concern in the generation and
processing of these SS signals and in determining the performance of a given SS system.
Several specific SS system issues and applications with whtch we will be concerned are noted in
Tables 2 and 3. Often, the exact time of data transmission Is not known and thus the receiver must
be synchronized to the signal before data processing and encoding are possible. Synchronizaticn is
necessary in all SS systems. In general, the receiver must search all possible locations -f the
received code to obtain synchronization. In such cases, a moving window or time domain correlation
is necessary with a large range window. Acousto-optic (AO) signal processors are especially attractive for this purpose [5]. If the SNR of the received signal is large, a preamble code of, moderate
TBW and processing gain can be used to enable acquisition of synchronization. Similarly, short SS
codes are adequate and large time delay search windows (to obtain full correlation SNR output and
processing gain possible) are not essential as they are when the SNR of the recepived signal is low.
Special coding techniques (such as the use of a preamble with periodic portions that are easily
synchronized) can be used to shift the receiver towards synchronization. An FH code is an excellent
choice for the preamble since it is easily synchronized and compressed [D, page 185]. In low SNR
cases, preambles with large TBW and processing gain are necessary and a search over many time delays
is necessary to obtain the full processing gain and output correlation SNR of the system.
TABLE 2 SPREAD SPECTRM ISSUES

TABLE 3 SPREAD SPECTRUM APPLICATIONS

Spectrum Analysis
Synchronization
Preamble
Message Decoding

Communications (Passive)
PRF, DOA, Data Decoding
Communications (Active)
Large and Low SNR

Multi-user

Secure

Doppler and Ranging

Multi-user

Radar
AIR YORCE OFFICE OF SCIENTIFIC M
RCH (AySe)
Ranging
NOTICE OF TRWSMITTAL TO DDC
Ambiguity Function
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Nmmy sources of interference are possihle with white noire and discrete jammers being the two
santeal !nses.
In multi-user systems, ea,'h user employs a different code and the crosstall:
-itochannels introduces one source of intefereIce. Use of code division multiplexing with
OtOftesl codes can decrease the extent of th's problem. In general, a parallel multi-channel
essor tapable of correlating the receiveJ signal vtth all possible reference ones is necessary
a&** special system alterations are used.
t

'Inpassive detector applications, one desires to know when and if an SS system is transmitting.

We often involves passive detection of the signal by spectrum analysis to determine the presence of
ad value of the PRF of the system and other indications that transmission is occurring. Obtaining
direction of arrival (DOA) information and decoding of the data represent other aspects of this problem. Such an SS application generally corresponds to a low SNR case. In DS systems using psueodfsa€om codes, the phase of the carrier is modulated by 1800 for each transition of the code.
13lmod modulation with a suppressed carrier is attractive in such coding because more power can then
t used in the signal and because detection of the PRF and hence the presence of the SS transmission
I then more difficult. In covert communications, transmission at low energy to prohibit detection
is vital. Long TBW codes are ccmmon in such applice,.ions. We note that any linear code is not
occurs. tor such cases, cryptographically secure rides are used or the data ib first cryptographically encoded and then transmitted using a linear SS code (1, page 175].
*

SS codes are also of use in radar to increase range accuracy. In gencral, the SNR of the recalved signal in radar is far lower (-50 dB is not uncomnion) than In computer transmission cases
(when SS techniques are primarily used to improve the bit error rate). We distiliguish the cases of
Jamer rejection, increased ranging accuracy for mapping radars, and improved ta,.'et range and
Doppler information as several specific instances of the need for SS techniques 4n radar. Sophisticated waveforms with large TBW are being considered for most advanced and multi-Iurposc radars [7].
Depending upon the source and receiver used, a Doppler shift may exist between the received and reference signals. Processing of such data for all time delays and Doppler shifts vih large TBW codes
mit clearly dictates the need for the full parallel processing ability of optiaal systems.

3,

SPACE INTEGRATING CORRELATORS

In a summary of optical signal processing systems for SS applications, we witl be prinarily
concerned with correlators that enable synchronization and decoding of the t ansmitted drt 1. We wil
also give major emphasis to the use of optical signal processing architectu~res .mploying
"ells
rather than 2-D spatial light modulators, because of the better reliabilit': and performanA cf the
former items (5,6]. A schematic diagram of the AO space integrating (SI) corre'ator [8] i,'shown in
ig.
l. In this system, the received signal g (t) is fed to the AO cell ;itPln
The trai.,- ssion of
Pin varies in time and space proportional to g(t-i), where T u x/v, v is the veocity of i',opagation
In the cell, x is the spatial distance across the cell and r has units .,E rite but corre-i-rds to a
slatial distance x. This AO cell at Pla is imaged by Li and L2 onto
mr;sk -t P1 i, with t1ismittance
h (2).
Letting i - 9, the light distribution leaving Plb is g(t-9) i' (M). Lents 13 foT'
the T of
this light distribution and as a function of time at u = x3 - 0 in P1 we obtati the desLrL- correlation of g and h,

4

u3(t)
ur

=

g~h,

0
0

(4)

where the integration is performed in space x by L 3 and the outpour correlation appetr.: as a function
of time at P3 .
This system is simple and easily fabricated. It is also flexible since the mask at Plb can be
multiplexed in the y direction to produce a multi-channel SI co'relator. Such a system can be used
to correlate one received input signal with multiple reference ones (as in a multi-user SS system).

7n this case, a cyl iidrical/spherical lens set Is used for L, to L3 (to form the FT horizontally
.image vertically) and a linear output detector array in Y3 at P3 is necessary.
In another version of this system,

consider what occurs if a Doppler shift exists between$gl

h. In this case, the location of the output correlation peak will shift in x 3. If a linear horiz.
tal output detector array in x3 is used, the time outputs from the different detectors in the x3 direction "epresent the sampled cross ambiguity func%ion of g and h. In Fig. 2 we show the output s
nals obtained from the basic SI correlator of Fig. 1 for an LFH input (10J. Detailed analysis [101
of this output pattern showed that the width of the output correlation was in excellent agreement
with the theoretical values. The different outputs shown in Fig. 2 were obtained from detectors I*&
cated at different x 3 locations in the output plane P 3 of Fig. 1. The full pattern in Fig. 2 is thw
ambiguity function for the LFM signal used. The amplitudes of the output peaks, and their 1ocatios
were again found to be in excellent agreement with theory thus verifying the performance and accuracy of such an optical signal processor.
The final version of such a SI correlator that we discuss uses the system of Fig. I as the first
In this case, a pulse
stage of a 2 stage processor for radar ambiguity function computation [7].
burst radar was used. The received signals from successive pulses were fed to the input AO cell at
Pla and their correlations with the reference function h appear in time at the output detector in P3.
These time outputs were then recorded on separate lines on a 2-D spatial light modulator in the second stage of this processor and a 1-D vertical FT was performed across this 2-D signal pattern. The
system output is again the ambiguity function with range displayed horizontally aad Doppler vertically [7].
The advantage of the SI correlator is the large range delay (essentially infinite, limited by
the dynamic range and noise of the output detector) that it can search between g and h. The bandAlthough the Input TBW is'
width of the system is also large (equal to the bandwidth of the AO cell).
small (equal to the TB of the AO cell, typically 103), the output TBW is large (essentially infinite). The low input TBW is the Wajor disadvantage of this system. In FT applications, the frequency resolution possible is 1/TA, where TA is the aperture time of the AO cell. Such a system is thus
most appropriate for use in synchronization and demodulation of low TBW preambles and codes or moreso
for chirp and pulse burst radar signal processing applications.
4. TIME INTEGRATING OPTICAL CORRELATORS
A schematic diagram of the classic time integrating (TI) optical signal processor [11] is shown
in Fig. 3. In this system, the received signal f(t) is used to time sequentially modulate a light
source such as an LED or laser diode at P 1 . The output from PI is collimated to uniformly illuminate
an AO cell at P2 fed with the reference signal h(t) with transmittance h(t-T) - h(t-x). The light
distribution leaving P 2 is thus f(t) h(t-x). In the system of Fig. 3, P 2 is imaged onto a time integrating output detector at P 3 where the output correlation
R(x)

-

f f(t) h(t-x)dt - f(2h

x3 at P3 with the integration being performed in time on the output detector and
appears in space
the correlation appearing in space at P3.
The advantage of this system is the long integration time possible and hence the ability to correlate long TBW codes using real-time transducers with moderate 1-D specifications. The disadvantage
of this system is the low range delay possible (equal to the aperture time of the AO cell at P2 ). In
this system, the range resolution possible is the reciprocal of the bandwidth of the AO cell. Although the input TBW of this system is large (approximately infinite, being limited by the integration time used and this is a function of the dynamic range and noise of the detector), the output SBW
is low (approximately 1000) and equal to the TBW of the AO cell or the SBW of the output detector.
It is this latter feature that determines the range resolution 61R(equal to the reciprocal of the
bandwidth of the 4O cell) and the maximum range delay Rmax (TA, the aperture time of the AO cell).
The processing gain of this system is still large (106). The major application of this optical signal processor for SS applications appears to be in the correlation of large TBW codes and in certain
passive applications in which short range delays are expected (so that a synchronization search over
a large range delay is not necessary).

5. 2-D SPACE INTEGRATING FT AND CORRELATOR SYSTEMS
The prior systems did not .use the 2-D processing possible on an optical signal processor. When
lohb -duration signals are used with large TBW, the 1-D resolution of conventional correlators are not
adequate. In such cases, the frequency plane correlator Fig. 4 can be used with a raster recorded
input ,pattern [12] and a Spann mask [13] at P3. The FT pattern in this system is a folded spectrum
with coarse and fine frequency axes L12]. This large input and output TEW (possible because of the
2-D data formats) is of immense use in the analysis and detection of the presence of SS transmissions
and in the synchronization of the data transmitted in such systems. Ampex [11] has recently reported
fabrication of a system in-which separate segments of the input data are ,cordad
on subsequent lines
on a 2-D liquid crystal light valve spatial light modulator using an AO cell and vertical axis deflection addressing scheme. This promises to overcome the addressing problem assc iated with this
syste
d.
The use of such a system to provide synchronization of large TBW signals has also been reported.

In this case,

a raster recorded input signal is

used and a unique Spann mask matched spatial

filter

is placed at P2. The output correlation plane pattern at P 3 contains a single peak of light with the
full SNR and processing gain of the entire code and its location in P3 indicates the starting location of the code. In this system, synchronization of a code of length P = MN bits with the full processing gain and output SNR is possible with a mask of spatial dimensions (2M-1) (2N-l). This is far
less than the (MN) 2 mask resolution that would be required in the equivalent multi-channel correlator.
Multi-channel parallel AO cells capable of providing DOA signal information [161 and a system in
which the crosscorrelation between two raster recorded signals is used to determine DOA [17] have
also been reported.'
6. 2-D TIME INTEGRATING CHIRP-Z AND TRIPLE PRODUCT PROCESSORS
The 1-D nature of the AO correlators previously considered is a severe limitation in many instances. In Fig. 5, we show the AO version [18] of an optical system that produces a 2-D output
using the chirp-Z [19,201 and triple product processor algorithms [21]. Other versions of these
systems exist [22,23], however we will concentrate the present discassion on the system topology [18]
shown in Fig. 5.
We first consider realization of the FT operation using the chirp-Z algorithm.

We write the FT

of f(t) as
F(w)

I f(t) exp (-Jwt)dt.

(6)

(t-)_22

(7)

Using the substitution
-t=

22

in (6), we can rewrite (6) as
F()

= e-

j W2 / 2

= e

j 2/2

f (t)

e-jt 2/2e(t-U)2/2dt

[[f(t) ejt 2 /2® eJt 2 /2].

(8)

From (8), we see that the FT of f(t) can bi realized by: (a) multiplying f(t) by a chirp exp
(-jt2/?), (b) correlation 2f f(t) e)xp (-Jt /2) with the chirp exp (+jt 2 /2)-, and (c) postmultiplication by the chirp exp (-Jw /2).
Step (c) is not necessary if only the magnitude of the FT is desired.
The FT of f(t) described in (8) can be performed using the TI system of Fig. 3 by feeding f(tj exp
(-jt 2 /2) to the input LED and the chirp exp (jt2 /2) to the AO cell. The desired 17 F() = F(x) thus
appears in the space .
x 3 = w at P3 . This system thus allows the FT operation to be performed
using a convolution system.
We now consider the triple product processor of Fig. 5. If we ignore A02, the output plane
pattern is the 1-D function sle
s2 smeared hor-izontally in the output plane P4 . When AOl is prcperly focused onto A02 and when AOl and and A02 are imaged onto the 2-D time integrating output plane

Li

---

3

detector at P 4 , the output plane pattern can be described by
I(T I ,

T-2 ) = f sl(t) s2 (t-t
1 ) s3 (t-T2 )dt.

(9)

We first consider how this system of Fig. 5 can be used as a 2-D folded spectrum processor (18] for
detecting the presence of SS signals. In this case, we describe the signal by f(t), we premultipxy
it by a chirp and time sequentially modulate the light source at P1 by sl(t) = f(t) exp (-jt 2 /2).
Chirp signals exp (jat2 /2) and exp (jbt 2 /2) are fed to AOJ and A02 as s2 and s3 with the period Ty of
the s2 chirp much less than the period Tx of the s 3 chirp and with the output plane integration time
equal to T.. In the period Tx, many of the chirp signalss 2 are integrated. This causes a discrete
rather than.a continuous spectrum to be produced in TI = y at P4. This results in a folded spectrum
output display in which T is the coarse frequency axis and T2 is the fine frequency axis. The fine
frequency resolution in x = T2 is I/Tx and the coarse frequency resolution in y = TI is i/Ty.
If we choose sl(t)
fl(t) exp (+jt 2 /2), s2 (t) = f2 (t) and s3 (t) = exp(+jt 2 /2), then the parallel output plane pattern at P4 is the ambiguity function
I(TI,

t 2)

= I(y,

X) = X(T,

I fl(t)
T

f2 (t-T)

W)
exp (-jwt)dt.

(10)

Systems such as the one in Fig. 5 represent one of the most advanced optical signal processing
architectures. Its flexibility is one of its primary advantages. It can be used for high resolution
wideband spectrum analysis for SS detection and code determination as well as in the production of
ambiguity functions necessary in range and Doppler radar processing. These features are all achieved
with moderate input TBW and large output S13W without the use of any 2-D spatial light modulators.
7.

HYBRID TIME AND SPACE INTEGRATING SYSTEMS

A variety of hybrid time and space integrating (TSI) signal processors have recently been described. These systems achieved the large integration time and input TBW of a TI system and the
large bandwidth and range delay search range possible in an SI system. One such hybrid TSI system
(24] is shown in Fig. 6. We will describe its use in achieving synchronization and demodulation of
a large TBW FH SS signal, In the system of Fig. 6, the received signal f(t) is fed to the AO cell at
P1 , whose transmittance is f(t-T). Its 1-D hori-ontal FT is incident on P2, where a mask is placed
with apertures at horizontal locations corresponding to the different frequencies fn in the PH code.
The vertical ordering of these slits (or frequencies) in the P 2 mask corresponds to the specific
sequence fk of frequencies used in the PH code. The P2 mask is imaged Vertically and focused horizontally onto a time integrating linear output shift register detector at P3 .
When the first chip enters the AO cell at PI, its FT occurs at the aperture in the top row of
the mask at P2 and this is imaged onto the top detector in plane P3 . The clock rate of the output
detector's shift register is l/tO . Thus, as the second chip enters the AO cell, light passes through
the aperture in the second row of the P 2 mask. This is imaged onto the second output detector at P3
where it is added to the prior contents of the first detector (which has now been shifted down by one
detector element).
This process continues and after N pulses, the output of the detector in P3 is a
correlation peak with the SNR of the full PH code and occurring at a time that indicates when the received signal occurs. Thus, this hybrid time and space integrating correlator achieves the large
time delay search possible with SI systems and the large bandwidth of the AO cell and the correlation
of a large TBW product signal.
8.

SPACE VARIANT SS PROCESSORS

The newest and most advanced types of SS optical signal processors (25-26] use a transmitted
code that is nonlinearly coordinate transformed, thus spreading its spectrum. Since the carrier as
well as the envelope of the signal is coordinate transformed, the presence of the transmission is not
easily detected.
Upon reception, the received-.signal is fed to the AO cell at P1 of Fig. 7 and the
inverse coordinate transform desired is produced at P3 by filtering with the mask at P 2 as described

38u

elsewhere (10, 271. This Inverse coordinate transformed received signal is then correlated with the
reference signal in the frequency plane correlator portion (P3-P 5 ) of Fig. 7. If the applied coordinate transformation is a log, a ellin transform results. In this case, the vertical locAtion of the
output cofrelation peak corresponds to the Doppler shift between the received and reference signal,
whereas the time of occurrence of the output correlation peak is proportional to the range delay in
the received signal.
Such a ]-D processor can thus be used to provide synchronization of a received signal, demodulation of it, and determination of range and Doppler delays. Of more concern in the use of such nbnlinear space-variant processing techniques for spread spectrum is the increased processing gain such
systems appear to offer [25].
'9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This brief review and summary of optical sigal processing techniques for spread spectrum applications has indicated that a wealth of diverse optical signal processing system architectures exist
and that they are appropriate to many of the various aspects and applications of spread spectrum
transmission in communications and radar.
10,
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